
8.15-9am 

Registration & Coffee 

9-10.30am

Session 1: 
Welcome to Countrw 

Welcome: 

Simona Jobbag!:J 
NICA Director 

Kew note: 

Opening Ke!:Jnote 
Darc!:J Grant 
Gravitw S Other Mwths 

10.30-11am 

Morning tea/ NICA FOYER

11am-12pm 

Session 2: 
Panel: The Mechanisms 

of Engagement 

Session Description: In the d!:Jnamic realm of Australian 

art, audiences are the kingmakers calling the shots. 

Addressing audience expectations from show titles 

onward, this session features experts discussing 

changing audience trends and behaviours across art 

forms, aiming to adapt circus accordingly. It explores 

methods of adding extra enticement, explore tailoring 

experiences, and examines how circus can learn from 

other thriving art forms in this realm. 

SESSION TAKEAWAYS: 

- A well informed understanding of current 

audience trends. 

- Insights into successful techniques 

applied to other artforms. 

SPEAKERS: Anni Dave1:1 Fl1:1ingFruitFl1:1Circus, 

Katherine Connor PAC Aostcona, Elena 

Kirschbaum Highwire Entertainment & Gluttony 

FACILITATOR: Nicole Beyer Theatre Network Australia 

LOCATION, NCC 

Noon-1pm 

Lunch/ NICA FOYER 

1-2pm

Sessions 3,4,5: 
BREAK OUT SESSIONS 

CHOOSE ONE OF THREE 

Panel 3: There's Laws for That 

Session Description: When friends become colleagues 

and collaborators, what failsafe methods are in place 

to ensure ever!:Jone is given their fair share? This bite 

size session provides practical advice on anecdotal 

situations including ownership of IP, legal contracts, 

and how to best protect !:JOUrself in a deal involving 

more than one part!:J. 

SESSION TAKEAWAYS: 

- An understanding of personal and legal rights when 

working on productions. 

- Knowledge of how to seek out resources on legal 

matters, and who to approach if needed. 

SPEAKERS, Darren Sanicki S Chelsea Donoghue 

Sanicki Lawyers, Katherine Giles Arts law Australia 

FACILITATOR: Nie Clark Nicholas Clark Management 

LOCATION, Movement Studio 

Panel 4: Social Circus 

for Social Change 

Session Description: We all know circus provides a jolt 

to the heart and is good for ever!:Jone - but !:JOU can't 

just learn circus b!:J !:JOurself. This candid session 

examines circus's systemic issue with a panel of experts 

who navigate social circus within their respective 

communities, with some serious advice on how artists 

and venues can enact some basic change toda!:J. 

SESSION TAKEAWAYS: 

- Insight into positionality of the social circus 

landscape. 

- Fundamental knowledge on access that can be 

applied to projects and venues. 

SPEAKERS: Thomas Hinz Circability NZ, 

Jill Maglio Ci,cus Aid USA, Andrea Ousley NICA 

FACILITATOR: Alice Cadwell Spaghetti Circus 

LOCATION, NCC 

Panel 5: A wealth of health 

Session Description: Chasing your dreams requires 

some serious fuel that can deplete rapidly even in the 

best circumstances. Whether it be an artist honing their 

craft, a venue curating a bespoke program, or a 

producer making ideas into a realit!:J, the all-consuming 

process can be draining. This invaluable panel brings 

tools to handle burnout, healthil!:J process stress, and 

cultivate methods to look after !:JOurself as a practising 

arts worker. 

SESSION TAKEAWAYS: 

- what we can do to change the sector 

to create a future to support 

- holistic models for prevention and care 

SPEAKERS, Dr Kathy Yu NICA. Dr David Munro 

NICA, Jim Rimmer Arts Wellbeing Collective 

FACILITATOR: Steph Cox Women's Circus 

LOCATION, Drama Room 

..,.. 

2-3pm

Session 6: 
Presentation: Presenter Pitches 

Venues 

Session Description: In this first of two sessions, venues 

from across Australia deliver a candid and complete 

gamut of their operations. Offering a firsthand insight 

into their business, this session explores their audience 

demographic and habits, discussing what they're 

looking to program, and what t!:Jpe of circus the!:J're 

wanting to showcase with their community. 

SESSION TAKEAWAYS: 

- An understanding of the venues, their programming 

habits, the audiences the!:J service, giving ever!:Jone a 

robust knowledge of what level of circus the!:J engage 

with and how artists can engage with them in return. 

SPEAKERS: Dylan Cole Arts Centre Melbourne, 

Stephen Henderson Bendigo Venues, 

Jona Perry OPAC, Fergus Linehan Cacciagewo,ks, 

Anke Politz Chamcileon Berlin 

FACILITATOR, Patrick McCarthy 

Victorian Association of Performing Arts Centres 

LOCATION, NCC 

3-3.30pm

Afternoon tea/ NICA FOYER

3.30-4.20pm 

Session 7: 
Presentation: Commercial 

Adaptability 

Session Description: From humble beginnings to 

incredible heights CIRCA and Cham0leon have 

engaged audiences across the globe with their unique 

approach to circus and their unfathomable capacity 

for adaptability. These companies and presenters lead 

a once-in-a-generation insight into how it all began, 

how it's going, and where they're going next. 

SESSION TAKEAWAYS: 

- An intimate insight into CIRCA and Chamoleon 

straight from the source, with a practical assessment 

of their adaptabilit� in the landscape of 

entertainment. 

- Inspiration and motivation to think differentl!:J about 

the form of circus. 

SPEAKERS, Shaun Comerford CIRCA• 

Anke Politz S Hendrik Frobel Chamaleon Bedin 

FACILITATOR: Malia Walsh Circus Trick Tease 

LOCATION, NCC 

4.30pm 

Day 1 Wrap Up 
Networking Drinks 

LOCATION, NICA Foyer S Forecourt 
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